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Abstract

Tritium has been detected evolving from samples of deuterided palladium wires and powders
subject to pulsed high voltage at Los Alamosl. We wanted to measure whether these samples
were emitting neutrons. The idea of pulsiig cuxmmtthrough the wires and powders was to
drive the deuterium in and out by rapid electrical heating. With promising tritiurn results in
hand, the experiments were pmpamd at Los Alamos, and then taken to BYU and run in our
neutron detector Ioeated in a tunnel in Provo canyon under 35 m of rock and dirt overburden.
The neutron detector and sample setup are described. Results including total neutron counts,
time distributions, and an indication of the energy distributions are discussed. The results do
not provide compelling evidence of neutron production, but are not inconsistent with earlier
measurements of neutrons and tritiumz. Difficulties in explaining the dtiference in tritium
and neutron measurements are also discussed. Plans for further work are presented.
EXD erimental

Neutron

Setu~

Detector

The neutron detector at BYU is referred to as a “modified Jomar detector” because it is a
helium-3 tube dettztor designed at Los Alamos and produced by the Jomar corporation with a
plastic scintil.later placed in the cylindrical cavity of the Jomar detector (Figure 1). This detector is
described in cietail in this volume by & E. Jones et. al.s; a brief summary will be provided here.
The efficiency of the Jomar helium-3 detector alone is 34%, and the efficiency of the plastic
scintillator is 4890, for a combined efficiency of 1670. Three plastic scintillator veto counters
around the detector greatly reduce the cosmic ray background; with the veto counters in place, the
efficiency of the modified Jomar detector is near 1570. In this tunnel, the background rate in the
helium-3 detector alone is about 85 counts per hour.
To be considered valid, a detection “event” must pass softwre cuts, to be described. A pulse
from the plastic followed by a helium-3 tube pulse within a !60 micrmccond window is
considered a candidate for a valid “single” neutron detection evem. A single event is only
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Figure 1: The BYU modified Jomar detector in a tumel in Provo Canyon, Utah. A
tiple cylinder built at Los Alamos is shown inside. Not shown are two of the thu
large veto counters which allow removal of counts from charged particles traveling in all
thee directions.
considered a valid single if the area of the plastic puke (referred to as a “start”) is within c-ertain
ranges, and only if after the plastic start pulse the helium 3 tubes count a “stop” within a certain
time bound~. The area of a plastic puke is not quite a linear function of the energy the neutron
deposits in the scintillator. The total energy of the neutron is not determined because not all cf its
energy is deposited into the scintillator. Any signal from the veto counters in these bounds
invalidates the signaL The start areas are given in arbitrary units; the cut ranges are decided after a
calibration study of events from neutron sources. The optimal cut accepts the most ne’ltrons while
rejecting other particles and cleztronic noise. A tight “cut 1“ refers to a cut that considers valid only
those counts with a plastic pulse “start” area of 200 to 1500 md time bounds of 0.6 to 80
microseconds; the medium “cut 2“ has an area of 200 to 15(XJand time bounds of 30 to KKIO
microseconds. An event is considered a “double” if the helium 3 detector detects a second
neutron in the following 160 microsecond window. It is considered a “triple” if a third neutrrm is
det~~~ ~i~~ ~jis same time window from [he ~ond, em. Au ~ese evenfi of mom than one
neutron detection am referred to as “multiple” events. Multiple counts must be within the same
time bounds, but because of their rarity, in all cuts multiples arc accepted in the wider plastic areA
bounds of 55 to 10000.
When combined with the plastic scintillator, the modified Jomar detector has a background count
rate of 0.45 detected neutrons per hour when wc rquire tight time correlation and narrow plastic
scintillator pulse area range of cut 1. Wc feel that ttus cut may remove too many actual neutron
events; themforc, in this paper wc primarily U.SC
the medium cut 2 for which we have measured a
background rate of 0.7 counts per hour. Using cut 2, approximately once every 30 hours we
record a multiple coun~
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Setup of Samples
Earlier 1s2,when neulrons around cells were mc.asured in a tunnel in Los Alamos using a standard
Jomar detector, it appeared that the cells were producing neutrons. Bec+se the background
neutron count is about 55 per hour in the Los Alamos We House” turmel vs. near 0.7 pcr hour at
the BYU detector, we prepad experiments at Los Alamos and took the experimental cells to the
BYU lower background detector to measuce ncuLmns from the cells.
The “compact” type of cell used in Los Alamos, with alternating layers of silicon and pressed
palladium powder, had regularly evolved just under 0.1 nCi per hour tritium. Based on three
previous experiments that evolved high levels of tritium and also appeared to emit nwtrons al an
average rate of 3 x 10-9 neutro}w-per trito~~,o~,r expected maximum neutron production was up to
6 source neutrons per hour, or with the BYU mmtron detector’s - 15~oefficiency, wc cxoec(cd to
detect up to -0.9 neutron counts per hour abcve background at BYU.
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Figure 2: Schematic drawings of the three types of experimental samples used: compacted
palladium powder layered with silicon, wire, and palladium powder pressed into long
grooves.

A difficulty in running the compact cells is that they evolve mom tritium when C1OWto a
“breakdown” voltage, that is when the volta~e is nearly high enough to cause mild arcing through
the layers of silicon and palladium. Operating near this limit is problematic in that if catastrophic
arcing does occur, the resistance of that sample is perrnancntiy greatly dcemscd, and iio longer
shows tritium evolution. Thcmfore, other methods were sought d~atwould allow faster turn
around time betwum experiments. Wc thcrcforc tried two alternate experiments where wc tried to
reproduce the same conditions of high current density in the plladium m see if they would evolve
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tritium and emit neutrons. The first alternate “wire” expezimeztt was to use high purity palladium
wirewithadiameteron
theor&xofO.1 mm. Subsequent anrdysisof@ wires showed thatthe
commemWy available “high purity” wire in f- ofkn contained both metallk impurities and nonmetallic imptities (i.e. carbon), most likely from the processof drawingthewire. The xxxmd
alternate method was to press palladium powder inm a narrow traelG or”groove’”, and run current
through the palladium in the track. These three types of samples am shown in F@re 2.
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Figure 3: Tritium measurements for compact cell51 and a background, where the
iortkation current has been converted tnto tritium concentration. The sample gases are put
into the Femtotech ioniution gauge in four aliquots (shots). The background level on tiis
ionization gauge is 2 k 0.2 nCi/Mre due to fixed tritium contamination in the system.
Before being used in the experiments, the low tritium deuterium gas contains 2 nCi/liue
tritium (dashed line). To obtain the total amount of tritium, multiple the concentration Ly
the total volume of the measurement system of 3 Mm.
Experiments

Run

The first experiment, “Wire Ol“, was a test of the “wire” method. Because thec11 was taken to
vacuum IO~~pidlyremove deuterium absorbed in the palladium, the gas evolved was not ava;lable
for tritium analysis. In this run, the neutron counts were separated into three groups of times: (1)

30

.

When the palladium was placed in a deuterium ttunosphem and therefore the deuterk m was beiig
absorbed, and cutmnt was run through the wire (an “in” run), (2) when no cment was Ix4ng sent
through the wire, and the palladium remained in the deutenum atmosphere (a “stable”run), and
(3) when curmmt was sent through the palladium wim while It was placed under vacuum to rapidly
drive deuttium out of the sample (an “out” run). Because the outruns appeared to have higher
neutron outputs than the stable runs, with the in runs in between, wc wem encouraged to repeat the
wire type of experiments. Three more wire nms were then done in a chamber prepared in Los
Alamo$ in Aese runs the wire was not put into vacuum in order that the gd could be saved for
subsequent tritium analysis. Two compact experiments were run, ard three groove experiments
were run.
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Figure 4. Neutron counts for runs done at 13YU,with ‘titium measl’rcments (multiplied ;Iy
20 to fit graph) shown for comparison.

Total Countg_Result~
Figure 3 shows the measurement of tritium for samplecompzct51. ‘IIIis sample snowed the
highest tritium evolution of any sample repot-tedhere (Fig,urc 4). The method of measurement is
d~scribcd in this volumcb. We regret that the sample w.m nut mcuwrcd until the ionization current

stabllizxi, as we now have a larger uncenainty in W tritium meamrement than if ths measurement
were continued for another 10 to 20 bouts.
Shown on figure 4 is a compilation of the netmons detected during the wire run done in the BYU
chamber (Wire 01), the eight experimental runs using the Los Alamos chamber @ree wire runs,
two compacts, and three groove runs), followed by background runs in the detator. For the runs
done in the Los Alamos chamber, the quantity o‘ tritium m~umd following the runf d%ided by
the time of the run to obtain a tritium evolutior .Tw is shown; the unit used for the tritium i:
nanocuries multiplied by 20 to fit on the same graph There appears to be a higher neutron rate
above background from the sample (Compact 51) from wnich more t.ritium was measured, and
also a higher neutron rate in the ffist wire sample during the times that he deuterium is either beiig
absorbed into or driven out from the pa!iadium. The significance of this, however, is ‘~ery
uncertain due to the possibtity of systematic effects; in any case, the higher neutron rates are
within a few sigma of background.
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Figuw 5: The time distribution of each count from multiple events shows an exponential
decrease for a plutonium source where the neutrons in multiple events are “con-elated”
(produced simultaneously, but taking an exponentially decreasing time distribution to
thermalkm in the polyethelyne before being detected by the helium-3 tubes) However, in a
hydrogen background where multiple events are uncorrelated this distribution randomly varies
around close to the same value. The appearance ~f a decrease in the counts from multiples
from runs in which D2 is being driven out suggest a posibic admixture of correlated counts in
these runs.
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Time distribution

;

of mtdtioles

We refer to the time from the plastic pulse to when he helium-3 counter demzts the neutmm as
At.When the time distribution of At are histogrammed for a plutonium sou~ the result is art
exponential decrease WM a 55 microsecond die away time. The plutonium is used for comparison
because it is a good source of bursts of simultaneous neutrons – the exponential time distdwtion
of the detection of the neutrons is a msuh of the time it takes for the neutrons to therrnalize in the
polyethylene moderator. In other words, a 55 micmecond exponential die away time in the time
distribution of the detected neutrons is indicative of the neutrons being emitted simultaneously. In
contrash when this time distribution is histogrammed for the counts from a hydrogen background,
the distribution is closer to beiig fla~ indicating less or no correlation between the plastic znd the
helium-3 signals. Figure 5 shows the multiple counts plotted for the runs where deuterium was
being fcmxxlout of the palladium. It appears that perhaps the ~istributionis a mix of a Iht
distribution and an exponential decrease, indicating a possible source component to this signal;
however, at the available level of data this conclusion is not conclusive.

Enerw

determination

A rough idea of the energy bounds of the neutrons that produced a start pulse in the.plastic
scintillator can be obtained. The total amount of scintillation of the pulse produced by the neutron,
cal!ed the W= of the puLseA
is nearly proportional to the amount of energy deposited by the neutron
in the sciw.illator, which is a fraction of the neutron’s energy. ‘Ihus neutrons of a sihgle energy
would produce a characteristic distribution of areas. The distribution of the foreground and
background runs are plotted and compared in figures 6 and 7. The small number of neutrons
detected do not yet produce a very smooth distribution of the areas in either the foreground or the
background; wher the events in which a single neutron is detected in the helium 3 tubes are plotted
it is not apparent whether there is a sign~lcant diffexmw between the two d~tributions. ‘Ile
number of multiple events, where two neutrons am detected in the helium 3 tubes, is 18 doubles
plus 1 triple in the 260 hours of foreground and 7 doubles plus on~ triple in the 260 houm of
background. In 130 hours with a cell ccmtainiig dcuterium but not subject to current (called a
“stable” cdl) there were 3 doubles. Perhaps most significant is that all 8 multiples in the
background have a plastic pulse area less rhan 800, but 8 of the 19 m[dtiples in ~le foreground
have plastic pulse areas greater than 800. In the stable cells, there were 2 multiples with am.a
below 800, and 1 count above. Gxeater plastic pdse areas could indicate neutrons of higher
energies, or could be produced by more tlw one of the neutrons of a multiple event scintillating
the @stic at the same time. Therefore, thes multiple event results may indicate that more
energetic neutrons we being emitted from foreground samples than from background, or that the
neutrons in the foreground multiple events are more cormhted. However, such a low number of
multiple events cannot give a conclusive difference between the foreground and background. As
this neutron detector is not optimized for energy spectroscopy, these results suggest more use of
another BYU detector that is optimized for energy spectroscopy. A possible source of error is that
the plastic scintillator is heated by the current sent through the samples in the foreground
experiments; whether this results in it givi,~glarger or spurious pulses has not yet been determined.
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plotted for 259.8 hours
where deuterium was being driven out of the palladium. his can be compared with
background in 13:tue 7.
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Figure 7: Number of multiple counts as a function of pulse area, plotted for 259.3 hours of
background runs.
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The data obtained do not pmsa,t a ciear picture that neutrons arc &&g produced in ‘&se
expesirnents. What is ckar is that the sows mutron pmduetion rate wouldbe muchless thank
roughly :000 fusions per how estimated as being produced in electrolytic cells xtm bjj the BYU
team in 19883; since that time. the newer detectors have much imp.wed detection cffieicney and
greatly redueed background. and one would expect such a signal to now stand out cleariy against
the lower background. That @“ above indieatkms of neutron dete&wt are simikrly close to
background leads our g:oup tc be suspicious thtt systmnatic effixts rather than neutrons may be
producing the signals, and we arc Sear:hing for these cffizts. There is a possibility that these data
indicate a !OWlevel production of neutrons - the evidence wariants further search, but no verified
detection of neutrons is claimed at this time. It should be pointed out that the previously seen rate
of 10-9 neutronhri?onl was unfortunately not well by the rates of tritium seen in these
experiments. While tritium is being evolved fairly mprodoeibly in “eompaet” cells at Los Alamos,
not every compact cell evolves significant levels ~,ftritium (15 nCi or more), and the level of
tritium seen in the two cf)mpant mns at 13YUis consk&rtt with marginzl levds of tritium evolution.
In retrospect, it m~y ha~c been better to run mote eornpac: er-iis than wke eds, but we were
encouraged by possible neutron signsls detected in f;= fm! wim experiment to run more of the
wire experiments. The wire experiments were also chosen becase they were easier to bu?ld and
were not prone to the compact cell’s problem of hg
w d premature failure. We conclude that the
neutron rates seen were consistent with the postulated 1(P9 neutron emitted per triton evolved rate,
but we= too close to background to be co.lsided a e.onfirmation.
The question of whether it is poss;tle to nave as few as ordy one neutron produeeu for eveay -109
energetic trkons produced mu:t be considered. The. probkm is that energetic t.ritium ions (txitons)
produced in nuclear reactions am of the order of MeV’e of tmergy. The reaetion triton + deuteron
near 150 KeV4- Any tritcm.wit.han energy not less than this
+ neutron + alpha has a res~i]~~
15b KeV energy resonance will pm Iuee signifkant numbers of %econdary” neutrons from this
reactmn, as the triton’s energy will pass through thii resonartee as the triton loses energy and
thertntiia.
The reaction d + d + p + t produces tritons of i MeV; the mass dti”erences of the
rea:tants and products in any o~herenergetkally favoxable tritium producing reaction would
certainly impart much more energy to the triton than 150 KeV. It has been estimated that there
should beat ic~t 10-6 as many neut.mrs as tritons wken the tritons lose their energy in a deuterium
rich environments, but this experime:it indicates a ratio of less than 10S. The c:ass seetions for
the t + d + n + a reaction have ban obtained along with code for the stopping of a triton in
deutrx-iumand palladium; this will allcw a calculation of the minimum n/t value for a given energy
of ‘-hetriton. Experimental results of tkis value are beiig sought The lack of detection of large
numbers of secondary neutrons remains the biggest challenge to the fmdlngs of tritium actually
being produced ir expe~hms where tritiutn had ev olvecl.
Alternative sources ~f the tritium signal are being considered in this volumt.b. The tritium level
measured in the sample Compact51, 5 nCi, corresponds to 5.4x 109 atoms tritium per gram of
palladium. The cw.wntration of the tritium dmsy product sHe in tbc palladium powd~r used in the
compact cells w,s found to be 1.6 x 107 atoms she per g Pd powder by Jane Potts of Los Ala,nos
National Laborato~. Because the powder used ws at least 6 years old and tritium aecays into 3He
with a 12 year half life, the amount of tritium contamination in the palladium powder could not
have been very many factors greater Aan this concentration of ~i-Ie(unless the contamination
occured shordy before the experiments and occured only in the forcgmund samples). If
contamination was responsible for the tritium signal, this would require an anomalous capture,
storage, and release of tritium. Another source of erm is ~hatsome process other than tritium
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qeaiments am plannedat IIYU with Gleexpectation thatwe will obtain a run that produces
momtritium,similar to more significant levels seen at Los Alamos, and thus a better test of

More

whether the detection ratio of I(Y9neutronsper titon is validThe possible energy diffeof neutronsin the foregroundand background&serves mom
attentiom The Jomar/plasticscintillator neutrondetector described in this paper is optimized fcr
high efficiency and discriminationagainstother particles, not for energy spectromeuy of the
neutronsas was the neutron detector used in the initm! BYU repmt of evidence for neutron
de@ztion tim deuteridedsolid systems?. These experiments have not used the spectrometer due
to its low efficiency relative to the modified Jomar detecto~ however, an energy determination
would ‘bestbe done in the spectrometer.
The amount of data produced:] having the time information is huge, and work is ptugressing to
impmve the analysis software’s ability to obtain the time and energy distributions of tie lwlium-3
tube signals relative to the plastic scintillator signals. Also, a more flexible histogramming of “~e
neutron signals as a function of the time during t% run is being developed.
It is important that the tritium be looked for as it is being evolved in order to deterrthe the energies
of the tritonsat their source. This would provide evidence that the tritium seen is actually bciig
produc~ rather than merely being contamination behg driven OUL We plan to use a surface
barrier detector to look for energetic tritons Because the neutron to tritium detection mtio is so
low, tritons of energies less than 40 KeV should be searched for. For this, we plan on using an
ion implanted surface barrier detector made for being more sensitive to lower energy tritons.
Alternative sources of the apparent neutron signal can be evaluated. The experiments do heat the
detector which may generate spurious signals from causes such as cracking of the plastic
scixdlator. This acids another uncertainty as to whether the higher neutron signal is d~e to actual
neutron production. We plan to reduce this problem by wrapping the cell in copper fcd nnd cool
the foil on top. This would reduce the heat on the detector sufficiently that background runs could
be done with the detector heated to the same level as the sample runs with the fear of damaging the
de’ator.
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